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ADSTRACT
The spectrum of ocean dynamics lends itself to convenient subdivision into two
components in the context of satellite remote sensing. The first is the quasi-
stationary constituent, while all features which vary with time during the period
of data acquisition, comprise the second. The precision achieved in each case,
must be at least X10 em through wavelengths of interest.
Data collected at the Earth's surface — gravity, sea surface heights cannot
play a role in the determination of the global gravity field to better than t0.3
mGal (or 11 m) unless assumptions are made about the global characteristics
of the sea surface topography (SST) — a proposition which is untenable.
i
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Satellite-determined gravity fields are the only source of data on the gravity
field which is potentially uncontaminated by data referenced to the ocean sur-
face. however, the resolution obtained is correlated with the noise level of the
tracking and through wavelengths which are a function of spacecraft height.
The major problems to be overcome at the present time are the improvement
of the precision of the GEM models to the desired levels and extending the reso-
lution of the models to shorter wavelengths of practical significance for ocean
dynamic modelling (at least 5001cm), An appropriately configured GRAVSAT is
one possible means for obtaining the necessary information with wavelengths
between 5001.-m and 20001nn,
The definition of time variations in SST is needed for the synoptic modelling of
ocean dynamics. A lmowledge of the gravity field is required in this context
only for recovering the radial component of altimeter spacecraft position globally
to at least i:10 em as the non-tidal variation of geoid heights with time does not
exceed 15 cm. The gravity field model requirements in this case are less exact-
ing in that cons tituents with wavelengths shorter than those affecting radial com-
ponents of orbital position with magnitudes less than the desired precision,_ need
not be known. The effect of the permanent Earth tide on determinations of the
quasi-stationary components of the spectrum are also examined.
,"On leave of absence from the University of New South wales, Sydney, Australia,
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THE EARTII'S GRAVITY FIELD AND OCEAN DYNAMICS
1. GRAVITY ANOMALIES AND THE GRAVITY FIELD
in the predictable pursuit for intellectual elegance, physical goodeststs have l
sought to formulate solutions of the geodetic caundary value problem in terms
of surface integrals.	 Practical considerations have constrained the use of such .;
•	 integrals in numerical evaluations.
	 Prior to 1957, it was hoped to solve these
Integrals from surface gravity data. (e. b., Molodenskit, et al. , 1962; lieiskanen'
and Moritz 1967).
	 No serious attempt was inade to assess the level of precision
attainable oven if a global coverage of data were available.
	 Except for a hand- „.
ful of absolute determinations, most gravity values (g) are established using l
differential determinations.
	 The resulting surface gravity values can be com-
piled in relation to a world-wide gravity standardization network (IGSN 71) which
was established in 1971 with an estimated precision of t0.2 mGal (Note: 1 Gal = `
1 cm s' 2
 ), as reported in (Morelli, et al., 1971).	 The internal precision of yt
modern regional gravity networks is Nicely to be of equivalent magnitude ( e. g. , J±
Mather, etal., 1976b).
The same cannot be said with confidence, of gravity anomalies, given by u i=
., Cer
2AW
	 AW	 \\
A!; = l; - 'Y — -- ^1 + f + in + — - 21' sin2 og + o {f2 Ag}
J .
	 (1) Et^.ya
a	 lay r
where AW is the difference in geopotential between the general point P (ellip-
soidal coordinates ¢g,	 on a reference ellipsoid with equatorial radius a and
flattening, 0 at the Earth's surface and the regional datum level surface and not E
the gooid. 'Y in Equation (1), is normal gravity computed on the equivalent equi- $,	 '
potential ellipsoid rotating with angular velocity w, using a value adopted for
the product of the gravitational constant G and the mass of the Earth M, m being
given by
m = a3 ca 2 /GM.	 (2)
if a data bank of gravity anomalies is based on IGSN 71, the precision of the
gravi ty anomaly field in the context of surface integral evaluations, is influenced t
primarily by the errors in AW, established as a network.
	 It has been shown F	 ,.
(Mather 1974, p, 102) that the quality of height anomalies" $' estimated from
gravity anomalies using relations of the form
^' = K^^ f(o) ` , (Ag, AW) da,	 (3)
V
, ,	 ,p
(d)
where Ag is the gravity anomaly and AW the difference of geopotontial from the
^ig obal datum level surface at the element of surface area do which is at a geo-
centric angular distance ^ from the point of computation, is a function of the
wavelength of the errors in the global gravity anomaly data set. Satisfactory re-
sults are tained In practice only when the errors in such a data sot decrease
rapidly as a function of wavelength. For example, in the case of the gravity
anomaly data set for Australia - AUSGAD 76, the long wave error sources are
assessed as being the following (Mather, et al. , 1976b, p. 79, of seq.):
a. Errors with amplitude 0.15 meal and wavelength 7000 due to residual
errors in the adjusted Australian levelling survey.
b. A constant error of 10.00 mGal due to the gravity value adopted for the
National Base Station at Sydney not being correct.
c. Errors with amplitude 0.2 mGal and wavelength of 7000 km due to resid-
ual errors in the Australian National Gravity Network.
A fourth significant source of error when such data banks are used in global
solutions, is the effect of the adopted datum !ovel surface not nocessarily coin-
ciding with the geoid to better than llm causing systematic effects of 10.3 mGFtl
In the entire gravity anomaly data bank computed on this datum. This statement
presumes that a world-wide definition has been adopted for the geoid with a res-
olution to at least 110 cm, as discussed in (Mather 1977, Sec. 1).
The lack of a global coverage of surface gravity data (e, g. , Rapp 1977, P. 3) and
the questionable quality of oceanic coverage which is widely conceded as being up
to an order of magnitude inferior to land based data, result in the use of combin-
ation solutions for the geoid. The input data for such solutions are the following:
a. Satellite determined harmonic coefficients Canm of the gravity field to
some degree n' (= 20).
b. Several regional gravity field determinations with representation on,
say, a 10hm grid - freely available in Europe, North Amertra and
Australia; providing surface gravity field coverage within 20° of the
point of computation in selected parts of the regions mentioned.
The computation can then he carried out using the truncation function technique
first proposed by Molodenskii (Molodenskii, et al., 1962, p. 146) using a relation
of the form
lA
	
a'	 /'/'
(' (^ + I.' " %(^o)Agn + KJJ W)`,,(Ag,AW)dc,
	
-n=0	 .l
2
where A g jj is the n-th degree harmonic in A g, Vo is the outer radius of the cap
over which surface integration is undertaken, 5r being the residual contribution
!Ivo to truncating the outer zone effect to representation in terms of a finite sot
of 'harmonies to degree n^. Several variants of this method are known (q. g.,
Mather 1968; Marsh and Chang 1976).
In the past, the ultimate test of the accuracy of such solutions hm.- beon obtained
on comparison with astro-geodetic determinations. The comparisuns should be
performed between independent estimates of the height above ellipsoid. In prac-
tice, Stokesian solutions arc compared against so-called astro-geodetic geoids
which can have distortions of up to 2m in mountainous country. The resulting
discrepancies over continental extents have root mean square (rms) values of up
to ±Vrm, after allowing for datum transformation (e.g., Mather 1970; Mather
1975a). Obviously, effects which are linearly variant over the region of compari-
son are not reflected in the rms residuals.
The limited precision of astro-geodetic determinations due to the high cost of
site h surveys and the local fluctuations in ft grades of level surfaces, precludes
any possibility of making more exacting tests on the quality of gravimetric de-
terminations by these methods.
2. THE ROLE OF TIIE GRAVITY FIELD IN OCEAN SURFACE DYNAMICS
i
	
	
A complete treatment of this problem is given in (Mather 1978a). It can be sum-
marized as follows: The dynamics of the surface layer of the oceans are defined
by the differential equations
	
8N	 1 a
I' ?	 X.	 fic2 = - 6 —' -- 
P, +^ J
 +o(fz J ),	 (5)
	
8x,	 pW ax,
L
and
° 
P	
a3s	 1 apsE f^.xi	
z2+fk, =—g-—--+F2 +o(f%2),
	
{G)
	
8x2	pW aY.2
k	 ^
k
where f is the Ooriolis parameter, given by
	
f	 2c..+ sin¢ ,
	 (7)
i	 = is the atmospheric pressure, x , z 	 x an F	 are componentsA.,	 xp	 P	 ( l	 z)+ ( 1+ z) d ( J, P 2) p
.: of accelerations, velocities and frictional forces acting on the surface layer o£
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the oceans along the x i and x2 axes oriented oast and north respectively in the
local horizon.
'Cho major non-equatorial quasi-stationary currents ( o, g., the Gulf Stream, tiie
Kuroshio) have velocities in excess or, 	 cm firi maintained by gradients of the
quasi -stationary dynamic sea surface topography ( SST) ('S , defined as the height
of the sea surface above the geoid. In mid-latitudes, a steady state current of
1 cm 9' 1 is maintained by a quasi -stationary SST gradient of 1.05 om per 10 2 km,
the current being deflected in the direction of the SST contours. The wind ve-
locities and/or atmospheric pressure gradients needed to maintain currents like
the Gulf Stream are at least an order of magnitude larger than (lie strongest
measured under extreme conditions at the surface of the Earth asas summarized
In Figures 1 and 2.
The spectrum of SST is illustrated in figure 3. The quasi-stationary component
in mid-latitude regions where fast flowing steady state currents occur, can be
expected to be 4-5 times larger than the time varying constituents, the overall
magnitude of 5, not exceeding tl %m,
Remote sensing techniques provide the only plausible means of synoptically mon-
itoring the dynamics of the surface layer of the oceans. An indirect method of
doing so can be developed from an analysis of infrared imagery. The primary
difficulty is the interpretation of relative measurements to provide an absolute
scale. A second limitation is imposed by cloud cover. The greatest apparent
strength of infrared imagery is in tracking eddies, However, the temperature
structure within an eddy is complex and does not lend itself to straightforward
interpretation (e.g. , Cheney and Richardson 1976, p. 145), especially in shallow
seas.
'
	
	
The radar altimeter provides direct estimates of the position ( and hence the
height) of the instantaneous sea surface and is unaffected by cloud cover, though
refraction corrections to the measured range may be more uncertain under such
t ;i
	
	
conditions. If the measurement were reduced to a height (('') above a reference
surface and if the height of the geoid above Lhis same surface were N, it followss	
that
_N	
(8)
The role of the gravity field in ocean dynamics modelling is somewhat different
from that in the solution of the geodetic boundary value problem. In the latter
case, the objective was the geometrical mapping of a surface at which the meas-
^x	 urements,were made. In the ocean dynamics application, the shape of the
t'..'
:n
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AI _ , bounding surface is known. It is required to geometrically map (in concept) u
level surface in ocean areas under circumstances whore no measurements have
been directly made in relation to it.
Consequently, attempts to find a means for determining SST from a solution of
the boundary value problem, without making assumptions about the nature of the
SST, have not been successful (Mather, et al., 1970a). In formulating a method
for determining fs from satellite altimotry, it is no', considered desirable to
assume characteristics for the global distribution of fs in processing the data
prior to obtaining a solution. Consequently, the only sources of data on the
Earth's gravity field which are independent of any relationship to tho geometry
of the sea surface, are satellite orbital analysis and satellite-to-satellite track-
ing (o, g., Vonbrm, of al., 1977). No reasons exist at present for assuming that
gravity field models deduced from a global network of tracking stations to x
parts in 108 will not achieve a resolution of x parts in 10 8 when transformed in-
to long-wavo components of geoid heights through wavelengths which are a func -
tion of:
11
'T
k	
•+ k'
n °+
^q
k
•	 satellite flying height;
•	 the network of higher satellites used in satellite-to-satellite tracking;
and
• the uvorage distance between stations in the tracking station network,
as can be seen from a stu(:,r of crossovers of GEOS-3 data (Mather, et al., 1978b,
Table 2).
The iteration between purely satellite-determined gravity field models like the
odd-numbered Goddard Earth Models - e, g., GEM 9 (Lerch, of al., 1977) and
dynamic solutions using a more widespread network of reliable laser ranging
systems, can be expected to provide improved estimates of the low degree har-
monics Canm of the global gravity field through some degree n' (equivalent wave-
length of approximately 10 3 km) using global networks of t10 em tracking sys-
tems. The possibility exists that the minimum wavelength resolved could be
decreased to about 500 Ian if data from satellite-to-satellite tracking were in-
cluded in the solution, using data collected during a mission of the GRAVSAT
type, provided the data was of sufficient precision.
Solution techniques for the recovery of SST from radar altimotry data must re-
flect the hand limited nature of the geoid height signal from satellite determined
gravity field models.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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rr The role of purely goodette techniques in remote sensing ocean dynamics is pri-
marily that of providing values of ^S from the radar altimetry data. The signif-
ioance of this technique lies in its potential to synoptically monitor changes in
the shape of the sea surface. The geodetio results have the potential to defino
a four dimensional frame of reference for sub-surfaeo ocean dynamics, in
 addition to providing Information for modelling the dynamics of the surface
layer of the oceans.
3. REMOTE SENSING 3s FROM RADAR ALTIMETRX
As discussed by Mather, et al. ( 1976a), it is not possible to use the boundary
value problem approach in determining SST (r,;) from sea surface heights f
` above the reference figure because no data can be unambiguously 2 alated to the
.: geoid at the desired level of precision without making unwarranted assumptions
about the magnitude and distribution of the SST.
The spectrum of ocean surfaca dynamics lends itself to convenient sub-division
? r	 .; into two components in the context of remote sensing. 	 The first is quasi-
stationary in time ( 3so) during the period of data acquisition.
	 The time varying
component ps i is expected to have a magnitude which is about one fifth that of
for reasons given in Figures 1 and 2. 	 Some dominant contributions to SSe
have been recovered from GEOS-3 altimetry and have substantially the same
•;', magnitude as obtained from oceanographic surveys.
	
The synoptic variations in
- , the SST are likely to have periods of greater than 2 months through wavelengths
greater than 103 lm.
I
,
V , Consequently, the precision required in monitoring the synoptic variations in (S
i r is almost an order of magnitude greater than that needed to establish a gross
model of quasi-staiionary SST.	 nirthermore, there is no necessity for maps
of hydrostatically determined quasi-stationary SST (e.g., Levitus and Dort
1977, p. 1283) to agree with satellite determined models to better than 4:20 em
" as the former are, in ebsence, averages over long periods of time while the
latter represents neo-synoptic monitoring of the phenomenon.
a	 `' The satellite altimetry data from either of the altimeter-equipped spacecraft
aQ GEOS-3 or SEASAT-A, due for launch in 1978, are in the form of profiles. 	 In
- the former case, the profiles seldom exceed 20 minutes in time due to the ab-
sence of on-board recording facilities.
	
SEASAT-A will sweep out a 25 0 grid
every day (Pig. 4).	 No data is collected outside certain bounding parallels (050
' in the case of GEOS-3, 72 0 in the case of SEASAT -A).	 The orbital periods of
the two satellites are different. 	 GEOS-3 has an orbital period of 101 . 79 min,
ki which results in a daily offset of 1250 km, an n o x n° grid being generated every
S 25/n days.	 The SEASAT -A orbit is planned so that the daily offset is approxi-
mately 20I%m with the groundtracks repeating themselves every 	 months or so.
..
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Consequently, as illustrated in Figure 3, SEASAT-A will provide little informa-
tion on synnf tic variations In ocean circulation with wavelengths between 10 3 km
and 25001an and periods less than 4 months - a potential drawback when attempt-
Ing to model the energy transfer between the variable wind fields and the surface
layer of the oceans, assuming the former to operate with aimilai ,onstraints in
space and tine.
4.	 BASIC RELATIONS
° The following is summarized from (Matlrer1978a). It is assumed that a harmonic
representation of the gravity field of adequate precision is availnble to some do- 9
grce n'. It has previously been assumed (e.g. , Mather 1974, p. 90) that the do-
sired precision in each coefficient Cann, defining the gravity field model was about
E	 ' Y part in 10 8 .	 Table i lists the normalized coefficients ('sanm ( n < 5) in the sur-
face spherical harmonic representation of the hydrostatically determined quasi-
stationary SST based on data confined to the oceans lying between the parallels;
650S and 65°N (Mather, et al. , 1978b, Sec. 7). 	 Also listed are errors ecannl in
t the coefficients Cann, of GEM 9 (Lerch, et al. , 1977, p. 52) with their linear'
r equivalents.	 A study of the signal-to-noise ratio (^sanln/ecann,) shows that con-
ditions are favorable only for the recovery of the coefficients 	 III , ^s120 , ^8130
a.
S
t .S1A0 and.possibly ('stew •
	
Tabiv, 2 lists the root mean square error per degree in
1	 ' GEM 9, which Indicates that there is no possibility of recovering any Informa-
tion on SST from present-day gravity field models with wavelengths less Iran t
10 1 Icm.	 The desired precision in the gravity field model for quasi-stationary
y SST determinations is therefore 0.2 parts in 109 through wavelengths greater
than 10 3 km, and hopefully, greater than 500 km if satellite-to-satellite tracking i
} • methods can provide the necessary precision.
x . "" The desired resolution of the gravity field model for synoptic monitoring SST 4
41
« variations, is at least five times more exacting, but only through wavelengths
f ` which cause perturbations of t1 cm in the radial component of orbital position,
"	 l' The geopotential W exterior to the Earth's atmosphere can be represented in geo-
r
centric spherical coordinates (R, 	 , X) by  the relation
„ oo	 n	 n	 2GM [`1V =
	 (	 l	 Cann, Sannu n	 1 ,	 9
LJ	
O\ R /	 ,n=o a=1\	 l
' where C'	 are spherical harmonic coefficients of degree n and order m Sann,	 p	 g	 ,	 annr °1
being surface spherical harmonic functions defined by
Sl nn,	 — I'll III (sin	 Cos MX;	 S2nn7	 = Pnm (sin	 sill n71\.	 (10) 'y
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Tal ^1c^ 1
Factors Influencing heterminations of (Ma g i -Stationary Dynamic Sea
Surface Topographv from Satellite Altimetry - 'Ilie Sigmal
(^s(t,,,,,). the Noise per Coefficient ( ^ (ar,^,^) for GEM 9,
i and the Sil rnal - to-Noise Ratio (^,anm fie( anm )
r,
t
The Signal 6sannr )* GEM 9 Noise (e(•a nm) Signal-to-Noise
Pegree Order (em) (EkGalcm) I ^sannr /e('anm
a	 a	 2Q = 1 of 	 2 Of
	
1 a m t
0 0 114.5 - - - - -
1 0 +t;. 9 - - - - -
1 1 -21.9 +2.4 --
2 0 -46 .2 - o. 4 - 11 r^ 	 r^ -
2 1 -4,o +4.4 1.7 1. G 2.82.4
2 2 -1.7 -0.2 2.2 2.2 0.3 0.1
3 0 +G. 7 - 1.0 -
:3 1 -4.1 -5.3 3.4 3.3 1.2 1. 6
3 2 -0.7 -2.4 5.1 4.4 0.1 0.8
3 3 -:3.0 +1.4 G.1 5.9 0.5 0.2
4 0 -9.5 - 0.8 - 11.9 -
4 1 +2.1 +2.8 3.2 3. u 0.90.7
4 2 -0.5 41.2 3.0 3.1 0.2 0.4
4 3 +1.2 -0.2 2.9 2.7 0.3 0.1
4 4 -1.8 -0.9 4.0 4.0 0.5 0.2
5 0 +0.9 - 1.0 - 0.9 -
5 1 -3.7 -0.8 4.1 4.1 0.9 0.2
5 2 -0. r +2.4 6.1 5.9 0.1 0.4
5 3 +0. G 40.2 5.7 G. 1 0.1 0. 0
5 4 -0.3 +1. 1 5.6 5.8 0.1 0.2
5 5 -0.3 -0.8 9.0 9.0 0.0 0.1
G 0 +4.4 - 1.2 - i _3.7j, -
7 0 -0.5 - 1.4 - 0.4 -
8 1- 0 -- -008 - 1.3 - 0.6 -
Based on an analysis in ocean areas only between 65 0 S and 656N
i
^I
^i
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Table 2
Degree Variances
rface topog raphy*
(cm`)
GEM 9 Error• •
(1.Ga1 cm)2
528.6
2170.3 15
107.0 138
109.7 83
23.7 391
31.1 266
3.9 865
4.5 619
?. 7 X435
0.7 1193
0.4 2 415
0.1 1815
0.1 2452
0.0(4) 2049
0.0(7) 2575
0.0(1) 2248
ition to (16 , 16) from 5 6 x 5 0 area means in ocean
m.
surface gravity (L.erch, ct A. , 1977).
are a factor of two better on the average.
The quantity a in this development, is the equatorial radius of the ellipsoid of
revolution which best fits mean sea level for the epoch of the altimetry. This is
obtained by analyzing the heights of the sea surface $' in relation to an adopted
reference surface in which the ellipsoidal radius (Mather 1974, p. 91, et seq. )
is a" . The change da in a is obtained from (Appendix, Equation (A-12)) by mini-
mizing the residuals
1	 2
v = (' + adfsin2 ¢ - da - EE ('salm Salm	 (11)
M=O a=1
df being the change'in the flattening between the sea surface and the value of f
obtained from C1 20 . The question of permanent Earth tide effects on C'120 is
discussed in Section 10.4. The final set of terms in Equation (11) allows for the
first degree harmonic in the quasi-stationary SST.
The value of da obtained in practice (e, g, , Mather, et al., 1978b, Sec. 7) is
based on a sample which is banded in latitude due to the distribution of the al-
timetry. The resulting ellipsoid of "best fit" will not be representative of the
global oceans. This highlights the difficulty of defining the equatorial radius of
an ellipsoid which "best fits the geoid globally." There is no way of sampling the
geoid globally. Land areas could be introduced into the definition by using the
geopotential differences between tracking stations and the regional mean sea
level (MSL) datum. The adoption of such a procedure will no longer define an
ellipsoid which best fits the geoid in ocean regions (Mather 1977, Sec. 1).
Neither will it provide the additional coverage needed in higher latitudes in the
short term.
The approach adopted to date in analyzing GEOS-3 data (Mather, et al., 1978a,
Scc. 6.1) for the selection of a level surface as the geoid is the following. The
oceans are treated as lying entirely within parallels 65 0S and 650N. All inland
seas like the Great Lakes and the Caspian are ignored when sampling (' using
Equation (11). The resulting level surface is defined in terms of the potential
W"
 of the geoid consistent with the value of the product of the gravitational con-
stant G and the mass of the Earth M included in the adopted gravity field model.
The geopotential W in Equation (9) cannot be downward continued through the
atmosphere using a spherical harmonic model. If the atmospheric potential Us
is defined at all points exterior to the geocentric sphere of radius Ra enclosing
the Earth's atmosphere, by a relation of the form
	
[[-"` 	 [nom 2Vs 
—R L
( R ,) n
 R L E Vsanm San m
	
R n=o	 It	 M=O a=1
14
(12)
,a
it Is possible to define the potential W (; of the solid Earth and oceans but exclud-
ing the atmosphere according to the relation
We
 R
m^
-+ n n 2L (_
,q) 1: r Ganm Sanm Ur r	 (13)
	
n=0 	 m=0 a=I
where U 1
,
 if the rotational potential and
R. `a
	
C«'nm	 Cane ' ^a^ usannt
	
(14)
W. satisfies Laplace's equation in the space exterior to the Earth's surface
(air/sea interface at sea).
[t,is now possible to consider the disturbing potential ""' in relation to a higher
reference model whose potential U in space exterior to the Earth's surface is
given by (Mather 1974, p. 91, et seq.)
U =(a) n
 	 ce t Sanm + Ur .	 (15)
	
G1M
n    	 n^
Note that the potential We will contain non-zero first degree harmonics if the
origin of coordinates (R, rp , X) remains at the geoeenter. It has been shown that
enforcing the condition
CI,10 = C III = C211 = 0	 (16)
will introduce errors less than f5 cm due to the non-coincidence of coordinate
origins (Anderson, et al., 1975, p. 33). The height anomaly ^' on this higher
reference model has a magnitude which is one order smaller than the value ^ in
relation to a rotating equipotential ellipsoidal reference i3todel, being given in
ocean areas by the relationship
n
	GM 
	
a	
7 7: t_anm Sanm .(17)(TO)Roy n=2 	 m=o a=i
whe re
Cannt = Cane 	 except when a = I, in = 0 and n = 2, 4 end 6, 	 (18)
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iIii those three spocinl eases,
Cl20 = 0,	 (10)
and U I ,111, UluO have been eorreoted for the effect of the ellipsoidal flattening Im-
plied in the value of C'120 by the relations (Appendix, Equations (A-26))
'Sill-Ice
	 111 siuc
e
	
0 140 ° Cldll 5 Ci	 21 q (a) J	 (20)2
and
Sill6ce	 2 Ill slll(\
	
C lan - Ciro	 7	 9 c ^ a) - I,(21)( 
the relationship betwoen C120, f, a and q2(a) being given in the Appendix. y,
for all practical purposes, is normal gravity on the implied level ellipsoid lm-
plied in the higher reference model, ('' is related to the disturbing potential T"
1 ' 1	 in relation to the higher reference model by the relation (Mather 1975, p, 72);
t	 Mather 1078a, .Equation (19))
CA1 °°	 a n °	 2
	
In, 
= We _ U = R
	 I^1
	
r Cancl Sanm4	 — l 1 I	 L	 (22)
}.	 p
where Wo is the potential of the geoid which is determinable from satellite al-
timetry consistent with the higher reference model (Mather, et al„ 1978a, Sec.
C). 1.), U„ is the potential on the surface of the equipotential ellipsoid implied in
`<.	 the higher reference system and V is the potential of the atmosphere, The first
expression holds in space exterior to the Earth's surface while the second holds
n :' at the surface of the Earth. Equations are also given in (Mather 1978a) for the
gravity anomaly and solutions of the geodetic boundary value problem which take
into account the unknown quasi-stationary SST, the complete zero degree effect
and conditions of continuity of the geopotential in the space exterior to the Earth
s	 given clue existence of. the atmosphere.
s	 5. PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
r Numerical results from GEOS-3 data have been reported by Mather, et al.
4 P	 (19781)) where selected low degree harmonies of the quast-stationary SST have
16
been estimated from a global analysis of ilia available GEOS-3 aliinhotry. The
following assumptions are made when using Equation (22) in practice,
• 'ilia low degree harmonics of the gravity field are known to some degree
n" with an error less than th co(=10 -8 in the GEOS-3 study).
Thus
Call")Canm ' Canm +	 (23)
where Canm and Catt ,tt are defiend in Equations (14) and (18) respectively. On
adopting surface harmonic models for ts(coefficients ^santn )+ V (coefficients
Vgtenni) and ('' (coefficients	 III ),
 
it follows that
rOM ( a n
sannt - ^mm^ _LRo \Rol
	
(Canm - ^annl )
	^^gantn+]	 (24)
Il l, being the geocentric distance to the sea surface.
it has been shown (Mather, at al., 1978a, Sec. G.1) that for all practical pur-
poses, the netaffect of the terms within parentheses should be zero if the value of Canm
used in forming botlh Ca,tn, and Daum were free from error.	 In such a case,
^sanro	 Canm '	 (25)
' Numerical solutions are not so straightforward due to the poor signal-to-noise.
t This problem is dealt with in depilh In (Mather, at al. , 1978b, See. 7) as areilia procedures for modelling the SST (ibid. , See. 8).
	 As discussed in Section
 h, it is judged that only five coefficients can be recovered from a perfect de-
termination of V and Ilia GEM 9 gravity field model.
	 Other coefficients can be
estimated but the level of uncertainty is much greater, tieing a function of,	
.
r	 a •	 Ilia uncertainty in the value of the GEM 9 coefficient; and
&	 , •	 the magnitude of the coefficient lsannt (Tables 1 and 2).
Table 3 lists provisional estimates for the coefficients ^sanm obtained from the
analysis of GEOS-3 altimet.r data between parallels 650S and 650N and the esti-
mated errors.	 For detail; of the method of analysis, see (ibid. ).	 These values
',
are based on the following set of constants:
^z
`1'(
f-,	 y	 j	
_	 •	
.^ 1Iw.^..+-.sue
x_^	 ^^Y	 •	 Y
Table 3
Preliminary Estimrtos of the Dominant features of Quast-Stationary
Dynamic Sea Surface Topography from the 1977 GEOS-3 Altimeter
Data Banh and Goddard Earth Model (GPM 9)
(for Method-of Selection, See Table 1)
rf
Coefficient
Normalized Value (am)*
Oceanographic Geodetic
From Steric From Altimetry
Anomalies and GEM 9
110 +6.9 -150 * 15**
111 -21.8 13 k 15**
211 2.4 20 +x:15**
120 -40.2 -43 1: 0
130 6.7 +7 d: 10
140 -9.5
-18 ± 15
100 4.4
i
1 + 15
*Based on an analysis banded between 65 0 S and 65°N
"GEM 9 does not include a first degree harmonic, system origin being coin-
cident with geocenter. These numbers also include the displacement of the
estimated location of the geocenter in GEM 9 tracking station coordinates
from the center of the ellipsoid which hest fits the sea surface.
	' e 	c = 2,997 924 58 x 1010eni 1
CM = 3,980 004 7 x 1020 C1113 s-2
and the geometrical onlibration of the GEOS-3 altimeter performed by Martin
and Butler (1077), using the Equinox Data Set (Mather, et. al., 1078b, Sea 4).
'I'lie geopotential of the geoid for the epooh 1970.0 from the G13OS-3 altimetry is
I
wo = 6?03,283.8 t 0.4 kcal in,
	 (27)
The ellipsoid of revolution which hest fits the sea surface is defined by the
parameters
rt
	
;F^
	 a = 6,378,139.9:t 0.4 m; 	 f = 1/298,237 t 0.003,
	 (28)
the latter being consistent with the value of -43 cm for the normalized value
of ^siza, These provisional values are subject to revision with improvements
in the orbital ephemeris or GUOS-3. The contribution of the permanent
Earth tide has been eliminated as described in Section 10, 4.
(I.	 RUTURE TRENDS
(a) G ravity Model Improvement
Vurther progress in determining quasi-stationary SST is dependant on the rose-
lution with which the global gravity field model is defined. This information
must, in the final analysis, come from orbital analysis and satellite-to-satellite
Lraeking as envisaged in Section 2. The greatest limiting factor at the present
time Is the absence of a global network of high precision tracking systems. In
the short term, the satellite aitimetry can play -a role in gravity model
Improvement.
As some dominant harmonics of the quasi-stationary SST have been evaluated,
it is possible to remove their effect from the data base of (' obtained from
GPLOS-3 altimetrybetiveen 65 1S and 05 1N, assuming that sufficient passes of
altimetey are available to eliminate the effect of the tides, as well as mesoscale
variations in the SST on the data. The objective is the evaluation of the coef-
ficients of a gravity field model with a resolution of 1 part in 10 8
 (1, e. , G hGal
cm) in each harmonic. The best available model at the present time (GEM 0)
appears to satisfy this precision requirement to degree 4. Thus, holding these
4
19
(20)
-s
harmonies heavily Constrained, it Is possible to attempt a gravity model im-
}	 prevenient using observation equations of the form (Mather, of al. , 19701) 0 p,
a	 42)
t	 GM n ro	 yj
Cann Sanm - Y 
C
tsr	 v ,	 (20)
^. ..	 Ro nd2 \ Ro	 ni^0 apt. 
r '	 on the GgOS-3 altimotry data bank, where
r tsanm saran + [(Wo - Uo)' V] /Y,	 (30)
n p o mRn apl
W.
' c	 where n represents the maximum degreo to which the coefficients of the SST are
? V	 known to kG cm.
further progress is possible only if it is assumed that the magnitude of higher
r	 degree coefficients of the quasi-stationary SST are significantly smaller than
x	 the errors in GPM 9. This refers to the set of coefficients Canm comprising
' the current gravity field model which has to be updated and is used in defining
the higher reference model (Equation (15)). Table 2 sets out the error degree
variances in GEM 9 and the degree variances in the oceanographically deter
x	 mined SST to degree 10, showing that considerable scope exists for refining
i	 gravity field models from altimetry data corrected for the effect of the dominant
R'	 features of the SST.
Assuming that the altimetry data banic were of adequate precision, it follows that
the resulting gravity field model should also have a resolution of 1 part in 1.0 &
if there were no abasing effects due to the data being restricted to ocean areas
only (3:3, 902 out of 64, 800 cqui-angular • 10 x 10 squares) and banded in latitude
between 65 0S and 650N. This abasing problem is discussed at length in (Mathes,
et al. , 1978b, Sec. 8)a
'L7ie goal of complete areal representation can be improved by forming observa-
tion equations using gravity anomalies for land areas in the relation (ibid. , p.
42)
RM n1.	 n ( 1 l (n- 1) 	 Canm Sanm - Abd = v ,	 (31)n p 2 \ R /	 mp0 a-1
where the spherical harmonic series is evaluated at the surface of the Birth,
the value of observed gravity (g) is used to compute Agd, defined by
5
`I
20
s-I=
^s
r ,Y
M.
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Agd °Ab-S'Y+SB:t-Zg it -	 (We— Uo)
it
r-
'
(32)
+ R 1: L E 611111 Sanm + o{ rT" /it}
n-U m°U a=I
Ag being defined by Equation (1), SY being the correction to Ag wbon using the
higher reference model (Mather 1974, p, 95), Sga the correction for the atmos-
t phere (Anderson, of al„ 1875, p. 25) and ('d is the deflection of the vertical.
' It is assumed that the dominant harmonics of the quasi-stationary SST as do-
i - tormined earlier, adequately model the li ,,;Ilght of MSL at the regional levelling
datum.	 For some studies of this problem, soe (Mather, of al., 1978a, See. 7).
It is doubtful whether gravity field models developed in this mannor, can play
any role In determining higher degree harmonics in the global quasi-stationary
SST for obvious reasons, 	 lIowever, the use of such a field as the input model in
th4 ro-analysis of orbital data for a further refinement of the gravity field model
Is the next obvious stage in the prouess of improving the gravity field to the pre-
cision of 2 marts in 10 9 required for ocean dynamic modelling.
r ,r (b)	 Detormination of Short Wave Contributions to the Quasi-Stationary SST
Those short wave contributions are defined as those with wavelongth less than C,
' where Cis the wavelength of the highest full harmonic of the gravity field which
i	
- perturbs the orbits of near Earth satellites in excess of the noise level of the
tracking.	 Pon• a discussion of this subject, see (Mather 1978a, Sec. 7).	 This
discussion proposed a technique based on the solution of the inverse of the geo-
i
dotic boundary value problem, formulated to take into account the departures
of the sea surface from the geoid (considered known with wavelengths greater
than C).
» Uic equations comprising this solution were the following,
Q1 2 NL"	 n'	 11	 ?
AFB+- ^(W„- Vo) -'Y	 01+ 1)	 ^sanmSa	 Yitm -
	L3 rsalm SaIIIli'  111=0 a=I	 map a=f
(33)
=0
4where
M 	 °	 n(2a+1)I'no (cos 0),	 (3`i)
11-2
y' being the geocentric angular distance of the element of suufaeo area do from
the point of computation P,
1
Age = Ag - dy ! ba - 2 g('2 + Me" , 	 (36)
ST", 8Ag" being the changes in T"(lquation (22)) and Ag" defined by
_ GM °O	 Tin n 2
Ag"
	 R2 n=2 (n- 1} \/ E 1: Cannl sannl	 (37)
\ /	 111-0 a4I
in Equation (31), between the Earth's surface and the minimum geocentric sphere
onclop ing the Earth's topography (the lirillouin sphere) of radius R.
The principal difficulty in using' this equation in practice is the requirement for
appropriate resolution in Ag (2 parts in 10 9 ) through wavelengths of interest, if
It Is to play a role in ocean dynamic modelling. The data is required within
approximately 500 km of the point of computation, with values of ^' required
everywhere, including land areas. It appears optimistic to expect results from
this technique in the foreseeable future as surface gravity data of adequate pre-
cision will not be available for the task. Thus surface gravity information does
not provide a viable basis for recovering s' ,ort wave information on ('s.
An alternate means, in principle, for obtaining improved definition of the gravity
field through wavelengths between 500lcm and 2000 Ian with a precision adequate
for occan dynamic modelling, is by satellite-to-satellite tracking of a low-flying
satellite with appropriate precision from a notwork of spacecraft, In ayn-hronous
orbit. ;asearch in this area is still at a very early stage. Tho desired resolu-
tion is better than 10- 5 em 5-2 with wavelengths in the range mentioned above.
This is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the resolution achieved to
date (Vonbun, et al., 1077; Marsh, et• al., 1978). More recent analysis appears
to indicate that it is possible to recover accelerations at the low flying satellite
altitude to 12 x`10' 4 em 5'2
 from range-rate data with a noise level of :I:O. 2 mm s-i
(Marsh 1078). These results are based on minimal quantities of data and it
22
4h. is
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would be pessimistic to atisumo that they cannot be improved upon substantially
by n verag;ing over long periods of time for the i sired effects of intermediato
wavelengtb.
7. SYNOPTIC MODELLING
Synoptic modelling of the circulation patterns of the surface layer of +;ho global
oceans on a daily basis with wavelengths greater than 2500 km is a very real
possibility with the launch of SDASAT-A. The computer requirements are well
within the capability of the Goddard network. The principal limitation at the
present time is the precision of radial orbital determination using the present
tracking network as well as the weakness of current gravity field models through
harmonics other than low degree zonals. It is not beyond the realm of possibility
Lhat the altimetry data available from the GEOS-3 mission, appropriately cor-
rected for the dominant features of the quasi-stationary SST as determined in
Section 5, can be combined with current models and tracking data to produce a
gravity field with a resolution of 1 part in 108.
'fho principal difficulty is the aliasing effect produced by the altimetry data being
confined to the region between parallels 65 0S and 65°N and the lack of data of
equivalent precision on land. Another factor which will help resolve this problem
is the increase in the density of tracking stations in the high precision global
Lracking network with the passage of time.
the altimetry data can also be used with local high precision tracking data to
study regional circulation patterns with periods greater than 1 month. Scadi3s
of eddies and other features with vertical magnitude in excess of 20 cm have been
reported from GEOS-3 altimetry (Mather and Coleman 1977; Leitao, et al, , 1977;
Mather, et al. , 1978c). All these studies were done without benefit of precise
orbit determination and lose some part of the spectrum of the SST in space and
time as 'a consequence. These evaluations are based on determinations of changes
5l8 in the SST between epochs (r = t) and (r = t + dt), using relations of the
form
St's	 i'(t+dt) - ^'(t),
	 (38)
where (' is established directly from the altimetry and the orbits together with
the enforcement of crossover constraints to eliminate any unmodelled force
field errors in the orbit integration.
e It can be stated with confidence that the use of geodetic techniques on radar al-
timeter data is likely to produce information which will make possible the syn-
optic monitoring of the dynamics of the surface layer of the oceans.
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10.	 APPENDIX
10.1 Relations Between Geodetic and Geocentric Parameters to 1 Part in 10 10
See Figure A-1.	 The geocentric latitude, 0, the geodetic latitute 0, , the geo-
centric distance R to the ellipsoid and the radius of curvature i) in the prime
vertical, given by
r
v	 a /( 1	 - p2 sin 2 0 )'h	 (A_1)t
26^
^r
1	 '
7— 77	 7*T" I
and1
the llattl'lllll'.
Thus
%% here the me
c, by the reL
if
50=Oy,-0=o{ f),	 (A-G)	
II ,.
	
^?•' ;	 it ;Yellows that
x(50)3	 tan ¢s - tan 0	 a
tan 50 = 60 + o j —J= —	 (A-7)
` 3 J	 1 - tail ¢s tan rp	 ,
	ya	 On using Equation (A-5) in Equation (A-7) and expansion using the binomial 	 +
theorem, it follows that	 £
1
i 50 = I' sin 2p(1 + f(3/2-2si1 2 ¢1 + 0 {f3}	 (A-8)P	 ,
	
R	 On using Taylor's theorem, the following results are obtained:
	
f :g
	
sin2OS _ (1 +4f+ IOf-')sin 2 0 - 4f(I + 13/2f)sin4 0 + 16f2 Sin 6 ¢ + o {f3}	 (A-9)
and
F si14 	 = (1 + 8f)sin4 0 - sr sin6 0 + o {f2) (A-10) #
6
The geocentric distance to a point on the ellipsoid at latitude 0, is obtained by e
r using Equations (A-1) and (A-4) in the combination of Equations (A-2) and (A-3)
n to eliminate p, when manipulation using the binomial theorem gi,,es
` R = a
L
I - f(l -' f + 2f2)Sjll20s
{^(
(A-11) 3
,•
F2	 13
-	
(5 - 170Sin4
 ¢6 -
	
1'3 sin (5 0, + o {f42	
2
I-^	 u:-
which is the expression for R in geodetic coordinates.
The expression +'n geocentric coordinates is obtained by substituting Equations
(A-9) and (A-10) in (A-11), when the relation
p 28
j
r „	 -	 _
a1 ^^
R = a ^I — I'
	 CI	 +	 f + 21`2 1 	sing¢ (A-12)
` ' S /	\\	 1+	 r2	 I I	
+ 3I	 f J s?n
4
 $ 	 1'3 Sln 6 f + 0 ^ la r ^
111
is obtained. S-.F
Y
10.2 The Spherical I'l aumonic Representation of the Exterior Potontlal Duo to a
Rotating Egcdpotential Ellipsoid to Order f't
If a were the parameter defined by F^
1	 t, Cosa = 1 - f	 (A-13)
Und
{ sina = e = (21` - f2)h	 (A_ln) i•
k?
t ; . and if the equatorial radius a and polar radius b of the equipotentiai ellipsoid '.
wore defined by
4 o a = c cosec ceo; 	 b	 c cot ao ,,	 (A-15) )
where	 is the value of a on the equipotential ellipsoid, the exterior potential
of the rotating equipotontial ellipsoid at the general point (a, u) is given by
(e.g. , Mathor 1971, p. 83)
G M	 112 W2
t	 ; : U _ — a +	 g2 (a), P20 (sin u) + Ur ,	 (A-16,)
C	 3g2(ao)
z^ a
M being the mass of the ellipsoid, a the reduced latitude (figure A-1), Ur the
rotational potential and q2 (a) is defined by (ibid. , pp. 78-9)
i
(I, (a) _	 la0cot2 a + I)-3cota]
E^
rr 	3 	 4
I I	 u1113 a -	 tins a + — tan ? a - -- t11119 a + ....^ (A
-17)k-1L3.5	 5.7	 7.9 .9.11	
...11t"
s l
I	 2n	 2n +1(- )°	 tan	 a 1
n=r	 (2n+i)(2a+3)
r
wt,	 ; 29
'
Ai
Due to rotational symmetry, the potential in spherical harmonics duo to this same
rotational oquipotentinl ellipsoid is also given by
S `
	CM	 a 2a	 1
S	 U °	
Ll +
	 \ R I	 1'2no (sin ) C2no] + Ur . 	 (A-18)^	 n=t
Expressions (A-10) and (A-18) are identical. The coefficients C2no can be eva-
unted by comparing the two expressions at the pole of the rotating equipotontial
ellipsoid when
R = b, u = = 90°	 (A-19)
and all zonal harmonics take the value 1. In such a circumstance,
't?	 c	 c
	tan a = = R
	
(A-20)
i.
x :A	 from Equation (lb). From Equation (2),
J 1 12W2 = GMinh ,	 (A-21)
t, Further
tan-	 a
y A i tan-t (tan a) = tan 	 +{-1)°	 (A-22) t• r
a o ^	 2n+I
Using Equations (A-17), (A-21) and (A-22) in Equation (A-10), simplification ?
after re-arrangement of terms, gives
t GM	 °°	 tan711a	 nt sins	 2ne U = — 1	 +	 (-1)n 1 _[ 20(sin u) + Ur. (A-23) f.b q _ l 	 2n+1 3q 2 (a)	 2n+3 s:.
i
Z'	 .t { Equating coefficients of the same degree in R after imposing the conditions at
y
' (A-19) and (A-20) on Equations (A-18) and (A-23) gives
nt silt
	
2n .
^ j
p2 n.
C,	 '12 " = (-1)n 1 3g2(a) 2n+3]
(A-24)
' 2n+I }
^J
30 r	 ':,
t
J	 '
Iwhere the subscript o has boon suppressed in the value of a which refers to the
cquipotontial ellipsoid. As Equation (A-15) defines
c
= sin a	 (A-25)
a
it follows that
(-1)n ,hI211a	 msin a 	 2n
C2 n =
	
1	 (A-26)
2n + 1 	 C	 3g2 (a) 2n + 3]
10.3 The flattening f and C20
The flattening f is obtained from the second degree zonal harmonic in the spber-
icnl harmonic series by the relations
sin''-a 2m sine
Cza	
3 
L15q (a) - 1]	 (A-27)
z
or
2m sin3 a
f	 l - r1
 _ F
	- 3 C20	 (A-2$)
\	 15g2 (a)	 ]^
where q2 (a) is defined by Equation (A-17). This obvioux ; has to be solved by
iteration with the procedure rather unstable unless sufficient significant digits
are carried in computations.
In most computations, a trial. value (C200 is available for C 20 ,
 
corresponding to
a value ft for f. A solution procedure is required for computing df from dC20 ,
given by
dC20 = C20 - C20t,	 (A-20)
using an expression for (If evaluated in terms of a rapidly convergent series.
The use of Equation (A-17) enables the complex term in Equation (A-28) to be
written is
	
21n si1 3 a	 r	 6	 1
nn cos3 a 
L
l + — tan''a + 49 tan4 a + o (f4 )]	 (A-30)
	
15g2 (a)	 7
31
i
.l
Changos da in a are produced from changes dC 20 in C20 according to
da 12sinacosa + 3 m cos2 asina (I +. ta112 a + 49 ta114a)
(A-31)
- 7 sins + 3 dC20 = 0
which is obtained by differentiating Equation (A-27) after re-arrangement of
terms. Then, as
r
	
{Cdf = sinada	
\	
(A-32)
(U' _ - 3 dC20 2 cosy +31n osta (I+ ! tan 2 a +49 tana I - 4 1 }] , (A-33)
and
	
f = ft + df.	 (A-34)
10.4 The Effect of the Permanent Earth Tide on Ocean Dynamic Modelling
The cooffMcrits of satellite determined gravity field models Cn inreferred to in
Section d are computed after modelling the effect of the Earth tide. The latter
has a permanent constituent which causes the second degree zonal harmonic of
the true gravity field which influences Life quasi-stationary component of ocean
circulation to be different from C12 0 . This problem is discussed in (Mather
1978b). The incorrect pre-processing of the altimeter data for the effect of the
Earth tide can cause errors of 13 percent in the value of i 'si 20 as determined
from Equation (24).
The magnitude of the error d(sl20 is described by the equation
z
	 )
3(!j)
4SIt20 JS M 	 Ri	 M.(I + k2 - 11 2) P20(sin5 1 }	 (A-35)
where (II I , R2 ) are the distances between the centro of mass of the )))Earth and
those of the sun and moon (masses M, , M2 i declinations 5 1 , 5 2 ), k2 , h, being
the second degree Love numbers, M { } referring to the mean value over the
period of altimeter data acquisition.
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This correction is only necessary When sea surface heights from satellite altim-
utiy hnve not boon corrected dynamically for the effect of the Earth tide. The
dynamic correction allows for the change in the instantaneous Larth space po-
sition of the geoid, defined as the level surface (W = W O ) due to the influence of
the Laarth Lido. It is essential that the correction made by dynamic rather than
geometric (i. e. , based only oil 	 Love number h 2 ) When' sing 	 data
in ocean dynamic modelling.
This Avlll ensure that the satellite altimetry data Will be referred to the instan-
tanoous datum level surface rather than some artificial static geoid and thereby
ensure that the aliasing effect of the permanent tide Is ,atisfaotorily removed in
dotermint,tions of SST. The value obtained for dj S , 29 is 4d3.1 cm.
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